MILKIES TRAYS HELP CELEBRATE NATIONAL CHILDREN’S
DENTAL HEALTH MONTH
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For the mothers that pump their breast milk. You know that is not the easiest thing to do. While it is a labor of

love that you do willingly. But it is still hard work. Milkies Milk Trays is a breast milk freezing system, helps
make this so much easier.

They look like ice-cube trays, but take a closer look. They are designed for expressed milk. And they are made
from PET plastic, food safe plastic that contains no bisphenol, phthalates, or dyes. And each tray will freeze
EIGHT 1-ounce “Milk Sticks.” They will fit through all bottle openings. While giving you the option to unthaw
just the right amount that you need for each feeding. That way your “liquid gold” will never be wasted, not
one drop.

The fitted lids will protect your milk while it freezes and also allows you space-saving stacking. While being
flexible enough to let you remove your sticks easily. The edges help them fit perfectly on top of each other,
while saving space because they are so compact. You can fill your freezer full and only take the corner of the
freezer. You will never have to worry about your baby running out of milk while you are gone. Perfect for
every breast-feeding mother.

Another great feature is they are reusable, which makes them the most economical and environmentally
friendly choice for freezing your breast milk. And they are made right here in USA! February is National
Children’s Dental Health Month. Oral health care if a very important part of your child’s development. And
you can start before your baby has teeth. These trays will help you limit sugary foods.
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